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them on the basis of equality for all by enabling each
province to adopt the language of the majority in its
administration. Similarity of laugnages may hasten a
nation's march towards a unitary form of government hut
dissimilarity points to the necessity of establishing a
federal government. Where all people cannot be expected
to adopt one language as their own the only solution lies
in recognition of the equality of all the languages in use and
permitting their employment in Local administration as
much as is compatible with the well-being of the people.
(Hi)    I he Problem of'Religion.
The problem of religion  offers great difficulties in the
unification of the various parts of a country divided on
religious basis.   If o£ two states one follows one religion
and another a different religion, a unitary government seems
unworkable.   True, in modern days religion has ceased to
excite as much interest as it did in days of old and modern
history is free from the  bloodshed of crusades and religious
wars. Modern states  are not formed  on religious grounds,
and generally they keep politics free from religious encum-
berances, yet the religious interest is by no means extinct.
The recent examples o£ Switzerland and Ireland are sufficient
to confirm this truth. Protestant Ulster opposed the demand
of Catholic Southern Ireland to cutoff the country's connec-
tion with the British. England has a reputation for her religious
toleration and the people in this country have creditably
succeeded   in   keeping   politics   separate   from    religion,
But even here the recent controversy over the acceptance
of the revised Prayer Book created no little heart-burning
and divided the political parties into two groups based
clearly on   religious grounds,  so much so that while the
Premier earnestly appealed  to  the House for acceptance of
the revised Book, his Lieutenant,  the Home Secretary,
strongly  opposed  him  and the  party whips   had   to   be

